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LEGAL NOTICE 

 
 
1. OVTIMO WEBSITE IDENTIFICATION  
 
Pursuant to Article 10 of Spanish Law 34/2002, of 11 July, on Services of the Information Society                 
and e-Commerce (Spanish acronym: LSSICE), the “general information” about this WEBSITE,           
including the details of the website owner, is provided below: 
 

Company Name: THINKLOGISTIC, S.L. 

Trade Name: ÓVTIMO, a registered trademark owned by the entity THINKLOGISTIC, S.L. 

Contact Address: Avenida Diagonal, 468, 8ª PL Barcelona CP 08006 

Registered Address: Avenida Diagonal, 468, 8ª PL Barcelona CP 08006 

Spanish Tax Code [CIF]: B-67104737  

Telephone: (+34) 669 245 427 

E-mail: thinklogistic@thinklogistic.es 

Domain name:  ovtimo.com  

Recorded in the Companies Register of Barcelona on 28 August 2019 in volume 46159,              
sheet 37, folio 511385 

  

 

WEBSITE TERMS OF USE 
 
2. WEBSITE USER STATUS 
 

By using the website at http://www.ovtimo.com (hereinafter, the “OVTIMO WEBSITE”) you will be             
assigned OVTIMO WEBSITE user status, which implies full and unreserved acceptance of all the              
provisions included in the version of this Legal Notice published by THINKLOGISTIC, S.L. at the               
time that you access the OVTIMO WEBSITE. As a result, users must carefully read these terms                
and conditions each time that they intend to use the WEBSITE, given that the same may be subject                  
to change. 

 
THINKLOGISTIC, S.L. reserves the right to amend the terms of use of the OVTIMO WEBSITE.               
The User undertakes to review these terms and conditions regularly. 
 
3. PURPOSE 
 
These terms of use seek to govern access by users and the subsequent browsing thereby of the                 
OVTIMO WEBSITE. Furthermore, these terms and conditions govern relations between the users            
and ÓVTIMO whenever the former make use of the OVTIMO WEBSITE offered by             
THINKLOGISTIC, S.L. for any purpose whatsoever. 
 

 

http://www.ovtimo.com/


 

4. USER OBLIGATIONS  
 
Access and use of the OVTIMO WEBSITE: 
Visiting and consulting information on the OVTIMO WEBSITE is free for all Users.  
 
Obligation to make correct use of the Content: 
The User undertakes to use the content made available to Users on the OVTIMO WEBSITE in                
accordance with the law, this Legal Notice (terms of use) and other notifications, regulations on use                
and instructions that may be issued at any given time, as well as generally accepted morals and                 
good custom, and public order. The content is understood to include, but is not limited to, the texts,                  
photographs, graphics, images, icons, technology, software, links and other audiovisual and audio            
content, as well as its graphic design and source code (hereinafter, the “Content”). 
 
5. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY  
 
THINKLOGISTIC, S.L. holds the intellectual and industrial property rights over the domain name,             
brands and hallmarks, information and all other works and inventions related to the OVTIMO              
WEBSITE and the technology associated therewith, as well as over its content, and has obtained               
the corresponding authorisations or licences for the operation thereof. 
 
The content of the OVTIMO WEBSITE, including its designs, applications, text, images and source              
code, are protected by intellectual and industrial property rights. 
 
The content may not be used, reproduced, copied or communicated in any way whatsoever without               
the prior, written and express permission of THINKLOGISTIC, S.L. 
 
OVTIMO is a legally registered trademark. Any use or reproduction thereof without prior written              
authorisation fromTHINKLOGISTIC, S.L. is strictly prohibited. The terms of the industrial property            
rights related to the products and services of THINKLOGISTIC, S.L. are protected in the same               
way. 
 
The User must refrain from providing content that has been obtained unlawfully or that is protected                
by intellectual property rights (copyright) without the express authorisation of the original authors or              
holders of said rights. At any event, the user - and not THINKLOGISTIC, S.L. - will be liable for any                    
possible claims of an economic or any other nature that may be brought against THINKLOGISTIC,               
S.L. on such grounds with regard to said intellectual property rights. 
 
In the event that a User or third party considers that events or circumstances have arisen that                 
reveal improper use of any content and/or engagement in any activity on the website pages               
included in or accessible via the OVTIMO WEBSITE and, in particular, the violation of intellectual               
or industrial property rights (patents, industrial models and drawings, trademarks and trade names,             
etc.), non-compliance with duties and obligations provided for in these terms and conditions or the               
breach of any other rights, please send an e-mail must to thinklogistic@thinklogistic.es in order to               
notify THINKLOGISTIC, S.L. of the following: 
 
 
 

(a) The personal details of the claimant: name, address, telephone number and e-mail             
address; 

 

mailto:thinklogistic@thinklogistic.es


 

(b) The details of the allegedly unlawful activity on the OVTIMO WEBSITE and, in              
particular, precise and specific information about the protected content in the event of a              
supposed breach of rights, as well as the location thereof on the website pages; 
(c) The events or circumstances that reveal the unlawful nature of said activity; 
(d) In the event of a breach of rights, the personal details of the holder of the allegedly                  
breached rights;  
(e) An express and clear declaration by the claimant stating that the information provided in               
the notification is exact and stating the improper nature of the use of the content or the                 
activities described. 

 
THINKLOGISTIC, S.L. will immediately take the necessary steps to rectify or, as appropriate,             
remove the data or content in question. 
 
All software use services are protected by copyright laws and international treaties on copyright, as               
well as other laws and treaties governing intellectual property. All ownership and intellectual             
property rights over the content to which access is gained through use of the OVTIMO WEBSITE                
are held by THINKLOGISTIC, S.L. or the respective holder and are also protected by copyright               
and other intellectual property laws. 
 
6. PERSONAL DATA PROTECTION and CONFIDENTIALITY 
 
Pursuant to data protection regulations, THINKLOGISTIC, S.L., as data controller, informs you that             
the personal data you provide while browsing the OVTIMO WEBSITE and/or filling in the forms to                
be found thereon will only be used to manage WEBSITE maintenance, offer you the best possible                
service of the highest quality, improve your user experience and engage in administrative tasks              
related to the services and activities we offer via the WEBSITE. By providing your data, you                
authorise us to process your data for the above purposes. 
 
THINKLOGISTIC, S.L. guarantees the confidentiality and security of your personal data when the             
same are subject to processing insofar as that it has implemented the necessary and appropriate               
data processing policies and security measures for this purpose.  
The data processing policies and security measures implemented by THINKLOGISTIC, S.L.           
prevent the unauthorised alteration, loss, processing or use of your personal data. 
 
All the information provided by the user via the forms present on the OVTIMO WEBSITE must be                 
accurate. To this end, the user guarantees the authenticity of all the data provided when filling in                 
the forms necessary for subscription to the services offered by THINKLOGISTIC, S.L..  

Similarly, the user will be responsible for keeping all the information provided to THINKLOGISTIC,              
S.L. permanently up-to-date so that it reflects the real situation of the user at all times. The user will                   
be solely liable for any false or inaccurate statements made and for the damages that may be                 
incurred by THINKLOGISTIC, S.L. or third parties owing to the information provided.  

You may exercise your rights to access, rectify, erase, limit data processing, portability and oppose               
data processing by writing an e-mail to THINKLOGISTIC, S.L.  at thinklogistic@thinklogistic.es 

For further information about our data protection policy, please see our “Privacy Policy”. 

 
7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY 
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THINKLOGISTIC, S.L. does not guarantee the availability or operational continuity of the services             
on the WEBSITE. Whenever reasonably possible, THINKLOGISTIC, S.L. will provide prior notice            
of any interruptions to the operation thereof. THINKLOGISTIC, S.L. does not guarantee the             
usefulness of the services on the OVTIMO WEBSITE for carrying out any specific activity nor the                
infallible nature thereof. In particular, although not exclusively, it does not guarantee that users will               
be able to make effective use thereof, access the various website pages comprising the OVTIMO               
WEBSITE or those from which the services are provided. 
 
At any event, if you feel victimised by the communication of videos or images on our OVTIMO                 
WEBSITE, you may send us an e-mail to thinklogistic@thinklogistic.es and we will study your claim               
and the possibility of removing the material from our WEBSITE. 
 
THINKLOGISTIC, S.L. does not guarantee the truthfulness, accuracy, comprehensiveness or          
up-to-date nature of any Content on its OVTIMO WEBSITE created by employees of             
THINKLOGISTIC, S.L. or users of the OVTIMO WEBSITE when publishing their own opinions on              
this WEBSITE. 
 
Regarding external links: the OVTIMO WEBSITE may contain links to websites that do not belong               
to nor are controlled, published or censored by THINKLOGISTIC, S.L. Hence, we accept no              
liability for the content, privacy policies or practices of such external websites. The presence of said                
links on the website does not imply that THINKLOGISTIC, S.L. approves the products, services,              
content, information, data, files or any other kind of material existing on such websites and does                
not control nor accept liability for the quality, lawfulness, reliability or usefulness of the information               
and/or content and services existing on such websites. 
 
THINKLOGISTIC, S.L. reserves the right to change, amend or add clauses without prior notice,              
provided that due record is made thereof online in this document.  
 
8. APPLICABLE LAW AND COMPETENT JURISDICTION 
 
The terms of use of the OVTIMO WEBSITE, a registered trademark belonging to             
THINKLOGISTIC, S.L., and any service offered by THINKLOGISTIC will be governed and            
interpreted according to Spanish law. Any dispute arising between the parties from the use of this                
service will be examined by the Courts and Tribunals of the city of Barcelona (Spain). 
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